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Gone Quiltin', LLC - Bandera, TX

First 
Name

What makes your favorite shop stand out? Optional: Can you tell us a story of a special moment you had at the shop?

Julia Incredibly friendly staff and marvelous display quilts to

inspire any window shopper. I felt at home from the first

time I walked in. The only quilt store where I wasn't able

to keep my credit card in my purse! 

The moment that I walked into Gone Quiltin', I saw the Farmhouse Cross quilt pattern by QuiltFox. I was

immediately in love. When they didn't have the kit available, I ended up browsing the store and finding a

different quilt they had on display that I wanted to make with a Moda jelly roll I found on the opposite side

of the store. The staff was incredibly enthusiastic to help me with putting together my own project on the

fly, and they insisted that I go back with my quilt top to make sure they quilted it for me. As a beginner

quilter that had never really put my presser foot down, sewing was an activity that I'd put off starting due

to anxiety. My experience at Gone Quiltin' filled me with the enthusiasm and excitement I needed to

overcome my fears of imperfection and embrace the art of quilting!

Michelle Customer service, quality of inventory, quality of work

done on quilting!

Shirley Customer Service, friendly staff and always eager to help.

Mary Ann Fun activities throughout the year.  Great small Texas hill

country town to visit.  Love going there.  Super nice and

helpful staff.  Pretty quilts on display!

Michelle The variety of fabrics, patterns, already made quilts,

lessons, knowledgeable staff. Everything! 

Dianne The staff is awesome. They treat us like family. Their

store is arranged beautifully and I always find something

I like there. 

Mary Great selection & very helpful friendly customer service

Jan Always friendly and has so many answers on my quilting

journeys

Tom The ladies of Gone Quiltin' are a joy to work with.  They're

all helpful and always with a smile on their faces.  For

being in a very small town (population less than 1,000)

they have a large and complete fabric selection.  They

have plenty of panels and they always have at least 2

interesting BOM's going.  I could go on, but suffice to say

they're a big player in a small town.

Jane Always welcoming, always helpful, knowledgeable,

classes available. 

Marian The ladies there are always so kind, helpful and fun!

Ida Very friendly and helpful staff. Classes offered at Gone Quilting are always so much fun and educational.

First Question asked -- "Where do you want to eat?"

Cindy Great selection of quality fabric

Cheryl They are amazing. Plenty of fabric to choose from and

wonderful help!!

Ruth Willingness to help and encouragement on a project. Always so helpful. 

Roseann They have everything I need and  the best material  

Sandra The ladies there are very knowledgeable. Helped me find

filler fabric for a quilt I made and it turned out beautiful!

Great selection of products!

They had their shop birthday celebration. I drove up from San Antonio. When I saw one of the owners, I

hugged her and said Happy Birthday! Which then everyone around us thought it was her birthday. For a

second everyone forgot it was the shop’s birthday! We all got a chuckle when they realized the error! lol! So

sweet! The ladies make you feel like family!

Michelle The selection of fabric as well as great customer service.

Linda All the staff are very helpful, friendly and talented about

quilting! They stock so many beautiful fabrics and fun

project kits. Customers do not want to leave the shop! 

Cheri Excellent quilting and great, friendly gals!

Janice Helpful staff, great merchandise

Sherry The selection of fabric and the people!! They made three quilts out of my sons shirts, he had passed some years back and I couldn’t bring myself to

cut up his clothing. They were so warm and gentle and the quilts turned out absolutely beautiful! I know

each one was designed with love.

Linda Lots of fabric

Debbie I always find what I need

Susan friendliness of staff and quality and timeliness of long-

arm computerized quilting

I am not an excellent quilter, and my quilts are simple; nevertheless, the staff treats me with respect and

dignity when quilting my projects.

Mitze I like the fact that it is a small country town store that has

variety of good quality fabric. They also have very helpful

employees that go out of their way to help their

customers It also helps that they do large project

I am a Winter Texan and have visited that store every year for the past 6 years. I have bought fabric &

supplies there. I also joined a "block of the month" session a year ago. The people there have always been

so helpful whenever I've had questions.
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customers. It also helps that they do large project

quilting on their own machine.

Dara The knowledgeable, experienced, and friendly staff!

Patricia They have a wonderful variety of fabrics, patterns, and

friendly staff.

Yolanda They always have a great selection of country and

cowboy fabrics. The displays are wonderful and the

customer service is top-notch! The 'gals' at Gone Quilting

are very helpful and eager to solve any of your quilting

dilemmas. For an out of the way shop they have become

a top destination for quilters & shop shoppers! 

My daughter's first shop hop was at this store. They treated so well she caught the quilting bug!  

Beverly Always have beautiful new fabrics. They are truly a

blessing to help you find fabric for your project (quilting

etc.). Always greeting you with a smile 😊 Gone Quiltin is

truly awesome quilting store !!

Being able to understand what instructions were saying to do . They really know how to make quilting

easier to understand !!

Ann Quality service

Welcoming each customer with smiles and service

Quality products

Good quality inventory

I’m color blind in red,green and brown and the ladies were always available to help match and coordinate

colors so I could quilt without issues.  I’ve moved away, due to loss of husband and really miss them as

friends and fellow quilters.  One of my most favorite places 

Jeannette Lots of variety of fabrics available; and the best staff

welcome and assist you. The classes are great and they

have long arm services they will provide or you can use

the machines and quilt them yourself. 

Robin Great selection of fabrics.  Friendly knowledgeable staff! 

Ruth Friendly staff.

Sue The ladies are very helpful!  And there are lots of Texas

themed fabrics.

Barbara Very friendly. Very helpful and all the gals are the best! I was challenged to make a t-sirt quilt. Not knowing the first thing about quilting, the ladies walked me

through every step of the way!

Week by week until I got it done.

Letting me use all the equipment I needed to build my quilt!

That was  five years ago... I'm loving my experience at Gone Quiltin! And loving my new hobby.

They are so so helpful!

Sarah Always helpful for a beginning sewer.

Ruth Friendly staff and great fabric selection 

Molly The Ladies

DJ The remember my wife

David The town

Lauren The fabric supply

David Customer Service

Lauren Family

Janie Always friendly & super helpful �

Tonia They have fantastic help. 

Jonnie They are soooo helpful I am from Alabama and winter here in bandera. I left some pins back in Alabama and when I went to the

shop to buy them the shop was out of them.  It the store owner loaned me hers. Service is ove

R the top

Gloria The staff and all their fabic.

Kelly Love the Ladies who run this shop

Priscilla Service

Lou Ann Friendly service and smiles always on display

Vicki First and foremost, the ladies are knowledgeable and

pleasant to work with. For a small store they have a huge

selection of fabric and notions. Love this store!

Donna It has items I want and need! It’s a very friendly place. 

Linda They have the most friendly people working there. All so

they are always willing to help when you walk in.

I went in and they helped to pick fabric for panels I had to make for a boy's ranch. I walked out and was

happy.

Ninfa The staff is awesome, as are the fabrics,  notions, etc. 

Linda Super selection,great very knowledgeable sales people 

Ann Best in the area

Ellen The staff

Barbara Friendly and so helpful. Plus they do machine quilting.
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Marilyn The people who work and own the shop. They are he

logic and knowledgeable. Always friendly. 

I rent a longarm from the shop. Sign up in advance. Someone is always close by to help help me with the

machine. Changing bobbins, selecting the quilt pattern to the thread color. Always laugher and lunch. 

Jennifer Unique patterna

SANDRA The staff is very friendly and helpful.  I always find new

fabrics and patterns I want to try.

Mary Wonderful Customer Service, very helpful with color

selection and, machine quilting  options and making you

feel like you are a very good friend

They know I like using border prints for projects and when I come into the store, they will point out the

newest border prints that have come into the store. They have also ordered in some llama and alpaca print

fabric because of my love of alpacas.

Donna The employees are wonderful They’re all special

Anissa Amazing costumer service

Rebecca Types of fabrics

Donna Friendly ! Lots of different variety fabrics.

Kaylynn Nice people and are very welcoming

Debby They have a good selection in fabrics. And the staff are so

helpful. 

Angelica Large selection, very friendly 

Pam Great shop with special ladies running it!  

Eric The lovely staff,  the options and the knowledge!

Avani The friendly people and large selection 

Connie The friendly hometown atmosphere.

Barbara The owners and staff The quilting machine was acting up and I had to take out a lot of bad stitches. I could not complete my quilt

when I had to leave so the owner’s completed it for me. They are awesome.

Genie They taught me everything about quilting and are always

there to answer my questions and help me pick out

border fabrics and backing. 

Bobbie Great quilts 

Dawn Service! Taking my 2 year old granddaughter in and all the attention she received from the ladies! 

Jason It has a atmosphere like no other and many ladies that

are always ready to help!

Sulema Staff  very friendly and always ready to help

Janice The staff are friendly and very helpful!

Randi The people are so nice and helpful. They support your

craziest quilting fantasies. 

Carla The wonderful people and the wealth of knowledge that

they share with everyone. Also, their generosity by

donating money yearly to a school fundraiser.

Walking in and being welcomed with laughter!! Always the joy is contagious!

michal Amazing service! Super welcoming and fine selection. 

Carol The multitude of fabrics and notions.  I'm always able to

find exactly what I want.  Plus, their classes are

outstanding and diverse.  Having this shop in Bandera is

so convenient for those of us who do not want to drive

into San Antonio.

Every time I visit the shop is a special moment because of the staff, who are all so very welcoming, even if I

don't make a purchase!

Judie The employees 

Kristen Such an amazing selection and wonderful staff!

Mara The great employees. 

Ann The women who work there! Loving friends who freely help with out quilt projects. Love them!

Kathy Definitely the people always so helpful.

Christy Customer service

Kit The delightful and helpful staff.  

The variety of quality material.  

Enjoy the classes taught.

Love using their long arm.  

I was looking for a quilt backing and was not having any luck finding what I had in mind.  I showed Cathy

material used on the quilt and what I had in mind for the backing.  Cathy said “I think I know what you

want”, she came back with exactly what I had in mind!  I left the shop so excited, my day was made and I

loved the quilt when it was finished.  

Celia The fabric inventory.

Mike The people

Melody You can rent a long arm machine ! My husband even likes it here as it has so many wonderful Texas special fabrics and panels.

Amy They rent a long arm quilting machine. The fabrics are

top quality.
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Annette Great people and the best fabrics.

Terri The owners and employees I learned how to quilt at Gone Quiltin’.   Took a Learn-to-quilt class about 8 years ago, and got hooked on

quilting and the great experiences I’ve had at this store.   They are family to me now. 

Jean Fantastic staff & lots of fabric

Linda S The store is so neat and has the most helpful, humble,

caring, and fun owners! 

Veronica The customer service. The employees are friendly and

helpful

Kellie The people!

Mary Beautiful fabric and friendly helpful people

Nancy They have a good selection of fabrics and patterns. I bought a beautiful Lord’s Prayer panel that is unique and I love they way I could use my own scraps

around the border.

CARMEN great customer service and beautiful fabrics

Cynthia Fantastic supplies and friendly serve! I’m working on my 2nd and 3rd beautiful BOMs, have had 2 quilts finished on their longarm and taking

lessons to do my own! Love the ladies!

Jasmine Such nice work

Jennifer I just love the ladies that work there. Always friendly,

helpful, and knowledgeable. A true gem to our small

community. 

Doug Service = A+

Edie Great fabric selection and the very friendly and helpful

staff

Resa Friendly service, very helpful answering questions, good

selection of fabric and wide backing fabric.

Terri Texas fabric selection and kits

Debby Staff is always friendly and helpful and they carry such

beautiful fabric. I am a beginning quilter and they have

helped me since day one!

When I decided to try my hand at quilting three ladies that work in the store all helped me to pick out what

I needed and encouraged me to all the way!!

Christy Friendly service & great western fabrics!

Sissy Absolutely the amazing ladies who are always so helpful

and knowledgeable. 

The hugs, they are always so caring there.  I always felt like they are my friends, and I wasn't just a

customer.

R Helpful and caring staff

Sandra Quality of stock. But most important, quality of people

owning/working there. Both friendly and knowledgeable!

A must stop and shop!!

Dolly The staff is very knowledgeable and friendly! I took a class on making a kitchen towel boa.  Everyone at the shop was so friendly and helpful!

Sharon Great staff and fabric selection

Paula Friendly staff, great selection of fabrics, books and

notions. Wonderful atmosphere. 

Patty Variety of material 

Dawn The people

Adam Family business 

Kathleen The people who work there.

NATALIE Friendly, helpful, talented staff.  Their sample quilts are

always so beautiful.

Elaine Fabric selection and friendly staff

Mary Great customer service 

Peggy Excellent service, friendly, always helpful, beautiful

fabrics, kits, etc.  They do quilting to please you and are

open to suggestions. 

Linda The helpful staff! There are many, but one of my favorite services is that they are willing to order something special for

customers that they don’t have in stock. 

Katherine

O

The merchandise is wonderful and plentiful.  The staff is

friendly and knowledgeable.  They are always willing to

answer quilting questions or help solve a problem with a

pattern or project.  And, to top it all off, they are only

about 30 minutes from my home through the beautiful

Texas Hill Country

I took their class to learn to operate one of their longarm quilting machines.  The thrill I felt when my quilt

was finished and I had done it "all by myself!"  WOW

Jennifer The friendliest staff!
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Betty They’re our second family. Prices right and quality fabric.

We love them. 

Stephanie Friendly people and great selection 

Debbie friendly, great people 

Maggie Incredible staff and customer service!

Sandee Great selection and friendly service

Marie They are so friendly and so helpful. And have a

wonderful selection of everything.

I needed to make a special tote bag and didn’t know where to start and they helped me out. They are so

special.

Gwen Great selection of fabrics. Very helpful staff 

Linda Friendly, knowledgeable, well stocked ladies that will help

you and suggest material to enhance your quilt or

projects.

Long arm services, or you can rent time and use yourself.

Love their shop !

Sharon Lots of samples made up and friendly and helpful staff.

Georgia Fabric selection, baby book panels, patterns

Terry The great ladies h that work there. When I’m in search of something special, they always help me find it.

Francis Unique “western” fabrics, delightful staff.  Never met a

grumpy staff member!  

Attending a retreat in the area, I wanted to make a quilt for my brother.  We are born and raised in

northwest Texas and our Grandpa was a cotton farmer.  “Memories”.  I walked in the store, just looking,

and the skies opened snd sngels sang and there was the PERFECT fabric and quilt!!!  

Susie Customer service

Vicky Uniqueness 

Marilyn Everyone is so nice and helpful.  They quilted my first

quilt and did a beautiful job!  Their fabrics are awesome

and I always find what I'm looking for.  They also have

every notion you can think of at very reasonable prices.  I

feel like I'm walking into a store that everyone knows

everyone.  Such a pleasure to do business with them!

When I took my first quilt in they all made me feel like I had done a wonderful job.  They gushed over it and

made me feel so good!

Debbie So many beautiful fabrics 

Susan Cute little shop in the “Cowboy Capital”.   Lots of

cowboy/country theme fabrics along with many others.

Mary Ann Very friendly and helpful staff.  They make you feel

valued and welcomed.  They offer classes on long arm

quilting and assist you when using the machines.

Excellent inventory

Mary So friendly, willing to assist in all ways. Hosts our monthly

bee, with discounts on bee day

Sharon Friendly and helpful ladies who always takes time with

you. 

Colleen The helpful friendly staff!

Gayle Friendliest quilt store in Texas!

Lisa The customer service,and the wide variety of material. The help they gave me.

Barbara Friendly and knowledgeable staff!!! 

Heather The employees are beyond amazing. Best atmosphere,

great personalities!

Melinda Love the ladies in the shop and the selection of fabric .

Debbie Friendliest staff around. 

Kathryn The staff is super friendly, knowledgeable and helpful.

Wonderful selection of fabrics and precut block of the

month quilt kits! 

Marilee Staff are great, very helpful and freindly.

Robin Customer service and recognized by employees by name Always make you feel special 

Betty Lots of choices in fabrics, instructional classes and

friendly service! 

Kathy The friendliness of the staff, quaint shop,services offered,

quality quilt shop fabric, classes taught by award winning

teachers,and Weezer the mascot!!!

Barbara Personal attention / classes / Variety of choices Extra help in class when I have questions or am stuck. Teachers are patient and kind - don't make me feel

inferior for needing extra help.Love the material choices!

Marleen Texas fabrics.
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Marleen Texas fabrics.

Jeanne Excellent selection, outstanding customer service, great

teaching/maker sessions, and it's just an all around fun

We had a family ladies only weekend last summer and our trip to this shop was a true highlight of the trip. 

place to be inspired. My sister's and I love this shop.

Michal So many beautiful fabrics. So much beautiful fabric and helpful employees. 

Sandra The staff and inventory. Something for everyone and

knowledgeable staff. Offers quilting classes and offers

ready made kits. Great place to browse or shop.

The hugs and love I received the first time I was in after cancer surgery. 

Janice Friendly, compassionate, knowledgeable, and the

sweetest owners & staff! Great inventory of beautiful and

different fabrics.This is my #1 quilt store 

Every time I step into Gone Quiltin is a special moment.

Jill The lady's that work there are wonderful.  Very helpful

and get to know their customers. 

I brought a quilt in that I made for my dad to be quilted. We had just found out he has multiple myeloma.

The shop quilted it so I could get it finished to take with me to give to my dad. Their helping me get it done

made a special memory.  

Kathryn They are very knowledgeable and just so warm and

inviting when I go in to the store 

Leeanna Very friendly and helpful! They do an amazing job with all

of their customers and have such an outstanding amount

of fabric for everyone’s needs!

Sarah They are so amazing and welcoming and are very

knowledgeable about everything to do with Quilting! Just

love them 

Margaret Wonderful fabric

Good service

Friendly knowledgeable people 

Kathy Best customer service in Texas!

Kathy Friendliness of owners and staff and their ability to help

out

Laurel Love their service and fabric selection 

Jessica Texas themed stuff

Shari A wonderful family-owned business!

Cathy People, service, and the community of friendship they

have built!  

Jamie Friendly and very helpful knowledgeable staff and

service. Great local business!

Haleigh The people, the service that is delivered always makes

me feel so welcomed 

Peg The staff is so helpful and friendly All my visits are so enjoyable they make my day. Such a wonderful staff. I learned to longarm there and

finish all my quilts at their shop. I ask my children for gift certificates to Gone Quiltin

Dawn Eye catching displays, friendly & helpful staff, & long arm

services. 

Zona Very friendly!  Let you browse  and feel right at home,

but also very helpful when you need it!  Always a

wonderful assortment of fabrics available!

I wanted a certain fabric, but they had just run out!  The owner had also liked the fabric, and had taken

some of it for herself.  She went back into her private stash, and gave me her last piece!!

Cindy Beautiful Quilts and friendly

Joyce Great customer service Learned about ergonomic rotary cutter.

Eileen great selections, helpful staff great selections, helpful staff

Nancy Outstanding classes and merchandise. My favorite quilt, “Winter Wonderland” was appliquéd and pieced with Holli Nelson at Gone Quiltin’.

Fellowship and exchange of info were amazing!

Jen The people are the best!

Christine Very helpful 

Barb The great color wall of fabric, selection of western and

wild flower fabric. The friendly staff really enjoyed

helping the customers select the perfect match for your

project or see who may have it to finish it off beautifully.

Not to mention the long arm room and the rental time to

quilt it yourself using edge to edge stitching!!  A must see

if in or near Bandera TX. 

Charleen Gone Quilting in Bandara TX I have enjoyed the warm smiles and the camaraderie while I was able to shop and quilting on the longarm. 

Charlotte Go the extra mile service!

Kathleen Friendlyness of staff, fabric and notions selection

Midge The owners and staff
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Donna Good fabric snd pattern selection. Great samples and

friendly staff

Joanie Great selections and polite gals to help 

Leslie Everyone is so kind and more than happy to help you! I rent the longarm . There is usually a gap in between times but they are always so patient . 

Linda Super friendly and helpful staff.  Lots of beauiful fabrics

Leslie Friendly folks and great fabric selection. 

Lorraine The staff! So knowledgeable and friendly. The quilt kits

are so easy to put together. The classes are so easy to

follow and so rewarding. Beautiful quilting too.

I put a top together for a relative who was terminally ill and took it to the shop to be finished. They were so

supportive and got my quilt done quickly. The quilt came out beautiful and my relative was so happy and

used it daily. I am forever grateful to the store's staff.

Carol A lot of fabric options/ classes and friendly staff

Ellen Lots of selection, knowledgeable and friendly staff, it’s a

comfortable environment.

Patricia They have excellent customer service!!!

Ruth The fabric selection is fabulous and the people are so

very truly wonderful. The classes insure the future for

quilters.

I asked for quilt scraps to make marble pouches for OPERATION CHRISTMAS CHILD Christian organization

and within minutes had a huge box.  MaryLee is always so patient and kind and generous. 

Becky The great employees. 

Micol Excellent service and quality of fabric.

Nancy Wonderfully friendly, helpful staff. Great  selection of

fabric and services.

While visiting the San Antonio area found Gone Quiltin on the internet. Staff told me about the gamut of

services and products they had. I enjoyed watching the long armer working in their studio. Everyone

gratuitously answered questions and made suggestions.

I’ll definitely stop by next trip.

Karen Great variety of fabric and a wonderful staff!!

Sarah Friendly, welcoming employees 

Brenda Friendly

Ronda The girls are so friendly and helpful!

Connie Super friendly and helpful staff

Cheryl Friendly helpful staff

Kathy So friendly, great selection, very helpful, does classes, full

service in that the have longarm  quilting machines

Donna The ladies there are very helpful and love to spend time

chatting with the customers.  If you need help, they will

help you find what  you’re looking for. They have a

wonderful selection of fabrics and it’s well organized. 

I was struggling with a block of the month. I took my quilt in and they helped me understand what to do. 

Herlinda Friendly and helpful. The cutest shop

Mary Friendly folks. Fine fabrics 

Connie The people that work there & the availability of great

fabrics & classes

Our quilt guild disbanded & the owner lets us meet there for a Quilt Bee.  We have a lot of Special Moments

& that day we get 10% off any purchase

Sheila This is our Happy Place. A great place to find fabric, and

notions. Always someone to help you find something you

can't live without. 

Linda The ladies are very friendly. I just love hearing some of the stories they told,also because it feels like family.

Edith All the beautiful colors and artistry’s of her quilting.

Sandy Ladies are engaged with customers, friendly and helpful

Susan Friendly staff giving you personal attention, their variety

& quality of materials, the services they offer & creative

ideas for new projects.

Adele Nice people, good selection of fabric and good service.

Dorothy Great fabric selection, wonderful kits and very friendly

and helpful staff.

Joy Selection of fabrics

Sandy Great western fabrics!

Cherry Friendly, great selections, excellent customer service. During Bluebonnet Shop Hop in 2023, I was in a quandry and they helped me with getting exactly what I

needed and it was on sale!!!

Janet Family Business Customer Service

D’Ann Love the material and people!

Jo Ellen Great ideas and awesome people 

Carolyn Great people there to always help
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Paige Everyone is always welcome with open arms and friendly

faces! Feels like home everytime you walk in!

I was looking for a certain colored map fabric, they found the perfect match just for my needs!

Vickie Customer service 

Debbie The ladies who work in the store. Always so helpful and

friendly. They also have a great amount of materials and

patterns.

Shirley Great selections

Rebecca Always friendly, personable, & humble. No matter your

skill level, they are willing to help you solve your quilting

dilemma, plus most gorgeous fabrics around!

Came in with my mom’s quilt top (10 years ago) & they got me started on how to finish it. Now I'm a quilting

addict!

Katie This store is what made me fall in love with quilting! 

Lisa They are awesome!!

Norma They are very original in the designs they chose! I was in Bandera Texas while watching a parade and got to sit at my quilt shop and watch it was so much

fun!

Martha Great ladies, nice fabric selection.

Andria The technique and quality 

Mindy Love the Texas quilt kits and they have the best fabric

selection!

Becky Family owned

Carole Great selection and friendly staff

Pet This shop is better than sliced bread.  

Trina Quality, selection & friendliness!

Monica Great friendly people and very knowledgeable.

Adam The great friendly people, brings back memories of my

grandmother 

April Friendlyness

William The wonderful staff

Alisha The wonderful owners are so helpful and have great

ideas!

Kimberly Great selection. Great customer service. 

Kenneth always willing to help and show me something new Being a man I felt weird but the ladies always help me find what I am looking for 

Dawn Their customer service and great selection of fabric. I visited Bandera, TX, 10 years ago and stumbled into this quant fabric store. Little did I know I would be

meeting such amazing ladies I call family today.  If you haven’t been to their store you’re missing out!

Margaret The owners and staff are encouraging and

knowledgeable. They have a great selection of fabrics,

notions, and longarm services. 

Susan Friendly, personable, when you go in you feel like you

just arrived home!!!!  Always willing to assist!

Kay The energy and friendliness there. Feels like home,

without mom’s judgement lol

Michelle Made with small town live and big hearts

Melissa They help my 84 year old aunt with her quilts by doing

the quilting after she has pieced it together as she longer

do that part. 

Jennifer The staff is wonderful, love all the fabric and accessories

they carry, and they do a fantastic quilting my quilts

Nikki Lots of TX fabric!

Lora Cute shop with just about any quilt fabric you need in a

small town 

Toni The friendliest folks, a great selection of goodies, and

they even have longarm machines that they rent out. 

One day I was walking past and saw Merilee cutting fabric. I asked what she was cutting for and she said

she was creating kits and showed me the quilt pattern. It was for two deer in the woods; a stag and a doe.

My mother's married name is Stagg and it's a family joke that we send her stuff that is stag-related. how

fantastic that I could actually get a quilt with one! So I asked for a kit and Merilee cheerfully cut an extra kit

just for me, on top of the orders she was already processing. This is the kind of above-and-beyond

customer service I always get from the gals at Gone Quiltin'!


